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1> What is the world's most expensive spice? 
 

2> Who gave the world cheddar cheese? 
 

3> The minimum safe internal temp. When baking a whole chicken? 
 

4> How many calories are in one gram of fat? 

 
5> Thiamine is part of what vitamin group? 

 
6> 'Omelette' comes from a Latin word[s] meaning? 

 
7> This food originated in Tijuana, Mexico in the 1920s. 

 
8> When cooking, what can be substituted for a cup of buttermilk? 

 
9> Beans belong to what food group? 

 
10> Dr. Pepper has [had] these numbers on their bottle. 

 
11> Jack Daniels whiskey is made in what state? 

 
12> Mexican Barbacoa is made with meat from the cows' what? 

 
13> Mexican Cabrito is what kind of meat? 

 
14> Menudo is a stew with what main ingredient? 

 
15> A 'Lingua' taco has meat from what? 
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Answers:  

 

1> saffron - It's harvested by hand, from the saffron crocus.  
2> England - It gets its name from Chedder, in Somerset, England  

3> 165 f - Check it using a meat thermometer.  
4> 9 - Fat is responsible for transporting 'fat soluble' vitamins.  

5> B - It's vitamin B1  
6> small plate - The word is 'lamella'  

7> caeser salad - Caeser cardini was an Italian immigrant who operated a 
restaurant.  

8> milk and vinegar - Add 1 tablespoon vinegar to one cup milk.  
9> meat - Also in the meat category - eggs and nuts.  

10> 10, 2, 4 - Suggesting the times to take a break and have a Pepper.  
11> Tennessee - In Lynchburg, population 361  

12> head - You know have the real thing if you find an eye, or a piece of skull.  
13> goat - 'Chupacabra' translates into 'goatsucker'.  

14> stomach lining - Includes hominy, good for hangovers.  
15> tongue - 'Lingua' is a variation of language [tongue] 
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